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ABSTRACT 
We study the problem of stabilization of a bilinear system via a constant feedback. 
The question reduces to an eigenvalue problem on the pencil A + DL~B of two 
matrices. Using the idea of simultaneous triangularization of the matrices involved, 
some easily checkable conditions for the solvability of this question are obtained. 
Algorithms for checking these conditions are given and illustrated by a few examples. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the most challenging questions in the study of nonlinear control 
systems is the problem of finding, whenever possible, a stabilizing (continu- 
ous) feedback control. Although the question seems of great practical interest, 
so far no definite answers have been obtained. Several authors have obtained 
various interesting partial results; see for instance Aeyels [l, 21, Banks [3], 
Brockett [S], Gutman [7], Jurdjevic and Quinn [8], Kalouptsidis and Tsinias 
[9, 121, and Slemrod [ll]. In this paper we will consider the stabilizability of 
the bilinear system 
i(t) = Ax(t)+ u(t)Bx(t,), (1.1) 
where 1c( t ) belongs to [w * and A and B are n X n matrices. That is, we seek 
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a (preferably smooth) feedback u = a(r) such that the system 
i = Ax + a( x)Bx (1.2) 
has the origin as an asymptotic stable equilibrium. An obvious necessary 
condition for u = o(r) to be a stabilizing control is that the linearization 
around r = 0 of (1.2), 
i = Ax + a,Bx = (A + C@)X 0.3) 
with o0 = a(O), is such that all the eigenvalues of A + (Y~B have nonpositive 
real part. On the other hand, whenever an 0~” exists for which (1.3) is 
asymptotically stable, then the bilinear system (1.1) is itself stabilizable by 
choosing the constant feedback u = (~a. 
The above simple observation leads to the study of the question: When 
does there exist a constant feedback u = a0 such that the overall system (1.3) 
is asymptotically stable? 
This is the problem we want to address in this paper. Notice that a 
positive answer to the above problem has some interesting practical advan- 
tages. First of all, the feedback which renders the asymptotic stability is 
extremely simple; using the “parameter” choice u = a0 does not require the 
knowledge of the state of the system and is therefore easy to implement. 
Formally, we should not call u = o0 a feedback, since it does not depend on 
the state of the system, but we will still use this terminology to emphasis the 
relation to feedback stabilization. In fact the problem we consider here can 
also be viewed as an eigenvalue problem for the pencil A + oOB, and this 
note could equally well be entitled “On the stable eigenvalues of the pencil 
A + a,B.” Secondly a solution provides an exponential rate of convergence to 
the origin, contrary to various other stabilizing control schemes. A final 
important point is that the proposed feedback is continuous, which contrasts 
with the approach in [3, 71. 
The approach to asymptotic stabilization of a bilinear system we propose 
here differs considerably in two ways from the existing literature. In [8] and 
[ll] stabilizing controllers are typically quadratic functions. To make this 
explicit, a Lyapunov function V(r) = +x’Qx with Q = Q’> 0 is sought such 
that on setting u = - rTQBx we have e(x(t)) < 0 along solutions. The 
difficulty of this technique lies in finding a suitable matrix Q. In fact this is 
resolved in [ 10, 111, by assuming that the matrix A has eigenvalues with real 
part nonpositive and distinct on the imaginary axis. But this means that the 
system is already stable when setting u = 0. 
Note that a modification of this method, rendering an even more complex 
(noncontinuous) controller, has recently been proposed in [3]. The second 
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aspect in which our approach differs from the literature is the continuity of 
the stabilizing controller (see e.g. [3, 7, ll]), which of course makes it more 
difficult to apply the proposed controller. 
So far we have argued that for asymptotic stabilization of (1.1) it is 
necessary that there exist a constant feedback u = (~a such that the matrix 
A + (Y~Z? appearing in (1.3) has all eigenvalues with nonpositive real parts. 
We emphasize that this notion of stabilizability is different from what is 
sometimes called “practical stability”; see e.g. [7, 81. 
The method we propose for the study of the constant feedback stabiliza- 
tion problem is based on the analysis of the Lie algebra generated by the 
matrices A and B. In fact, when this Lie algebra is solvable, we obtain an 
easy algorithmic way of testing the solvability of our question. The basic 
observation is that in this case the matrices A and B can be put simultane- 
ously into a triangular form. An extension of this idea leads to the question 
when the matrices A and B can be put simultaneously into block-triangular 
form. This of course requires a weaker condition on the Lie algebra generated 
by A and B. Note that, as in the solvable case, these conditions can be 
verified by software packages containing matrix calculations. In conclusion 
we stress that we obtain explicit algorithmically verifiable conditions for the 
aforementioned two cases. The general constant feedback stabilization prob- 
lem for bilinear system needs a lot more research. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the main results, of 
which the proofs are given in Section 3. In Section 4 some algorithms for 
practically solving the constant feedback stabilization problem are given, and 
they are illustrated with examples in Section 5. Section 6 contains the 
conclusions. Before we start with Section 2 we will give some necessary 
prerequisites. 
Let gl(n) denote the space of all n x n matrices. A matrix Lie algebra .9 
in gl( n) is a subspace of gl( n) which is closed under the commutator product 
[P, Q] = PQ -,QP. Note that [P, Q] E gl( n) has zero trace. P E gl(n) is 
called nilpotent if P k = 0 for some k. Note that ‘P nilpotent iff P” = 0. 
Let Y be a matrix Lie algebra. Define a sequence C’(P) of subspaces of 
gl(n) as follows: C’(P)=_Lp; C’+‘(P)= [Ci(-Y’),Ci(9)]. A matrix Lie 
algebra 9 is called solvable if Ck( Y) = 0 some k. 
For any set P, Q E gl( n), there exists a minimal matrix Lie algebra which 
contains P and Q, denoted by 9( P, Q). This Lie algebra can be determined 
by calculating [P, Q], [P, [ P, Q]], [Q, [ P, Q]], etc. until all further commuta- 
tors are contained in the span of the previous ones. Since 9’ c gl( n) is finite 
dimensional, we can derive _Y( P, Q) in a finite number of calculations. 
Let 9 be a matrix Lie algebra. A linear subspace 9 c 2 is called an 
ideal if [P, .9] c 3; in other words, for all J E 9 and Z E 9 one has 
[J, Z] E 9. Given P, Q E gl(n), there always exists a minimal ideal Y(P, Q) 
in P( P, Q) which contains [P, Q]. 
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2. ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZABILITY 
WITH A CONSTANT FEEDBACK 
Consider the single input bilinear system (1.1) with A, B E gl(n). The 
question is whether there exists a constant (~a E Iw such that the system (1.3) 
is asymptotically stable. A basic result in systems theory is that such a system 
is asymptotically stable if and only if 
a(A+cu,B)cC~, (2.1) 
where u( .) denotes the set of eigenvalues of a matrix. Let 
O= {~~,EIW]~(A+(Y,,B)CQ=~}. (2.2) 
Then (1.1) is asymptotically stabilizable with constant feedback if and only if 
Q # 0. Now we can state the problem of asymptotic stabilizability of (1.1) as 
follows: What are the conditions on A and B such that CI! # 0? 
The eigenvalues of A + a,B are the roots of 
Det[AI, - (A + aoB)] =X”+&q,)X”-‘+ ... +p,_,(a,)X+p,(a,). 
(2.3) 
In this determinant, pi(aa) are polynomials in (Ye. The degree of the 
polynomial pi( ao) is generically i, i = 1,. . . , n. 
Using the Routh-Hurwitz condition [6], we have the following result: 
I. If n = 1, then Q = {cy]p,(a) > O}. 
II. If n = 2, then Q = {alp,(a) > 0, p,(a) > O}. 
III. If n = 3, then &? = {cu]p,(a) > 0, pi(a) > 0, p,(cy)p,(cu) - pa(a) > O}. 
IV. If n > 3, then 5I is described by polynomials of degree > 4. 
Hence we can solve our stabilization problem analytically in case n = 1,2,3, 
using the Routh-Hurwitz condition. If n > 3, we cannot determine !G? in this 
way. 
When the matrices A and B satisfy certain conditions, we can also give 
sufficient conditions if n > 3. In the sequal we consider the case in which A 
and B are simultaneously (block-)triangularizable. 
REMARK. We note that without any doubt other approaches are possible. 
For instance, by setting B = PQ with rank B equal to the inner dimension of 
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QP, the problem is related to an output feedback stabilization problem for 
the linear system li- = Ax + Pu, y = Qx with a scalar output gain u = ay. 
Some interesting results via this method, specifically when high gain feedback 
((Y + co) is considered, are given in Kouvaritakis and MacFarlane [14]. 
Application of such results in general yields a set of necessary-but not 
sufficient-conditions for solvability of our problem. In particular, Examples 
5.1 and 5.2 show that the set of solutions D is a finite interval, so the gain (Y 
should be finite, in contrast to [14]. 
2.1. Simultaneous Triangularization 
Suppose P, Q E gl(n) are both in (right) triangular form, i.e. P = 
[pi j] i, j= 1,, , n with pi j = 0 if i > j. Q has the same properties. Then P + a,Q 
isalsotriangular,and a(P+aOQ)={pii+a,,qii, i=l,...,n}. 
Let A and B in the system (1.1) be such that there exists a (complex 
valued) linear transformation S that simultaneously triangularizes A and B, 
i.e., A = SAS’ and B = SBS’ are both triangular. In this case, 
which is now given by n linear restrictions. The question now is: What are 
the restrictions on A and B in the system (1.1) such that A and B are 
simultaneously triangularizable? 
THEOREM 2.1. Two matrices A and B are simultaneously triangulariz- 
able if and only if LZ’( A, B) is solvable. 
This theorem is due to Lie. A proof is given in [13]. So, given A and B, 
we can verify if Z( A, B) is solvable. If it is, then we know that A and B are 
simultaneously triangularizable, and in principle we can derive the triangular 
forms and determine the set a. 
Following this line, we still have two problems. The first is how to derive 
the triangularizing transformation for A and B. The second is how to check 
whether Y(A, B) is solvable. 
The second problem we can solve by just determining C’(P(A, B)), 
i=l >..., and checking whether Ck(dp(A, B)) = 0 for some k. This is how- 
ever a rather inefficient way. Furthermore it is difficult to derive a direct 
algorithm to find the triangularizing transformation from the proof of Lie. 
From these considerations we conclude that it is useful to state and prove 
the theorem in another way, which gives conditions that are simpler to verify 
and for which the proof is easier to implement in an algorithm. 
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A proof of the theorem is given in Section 3. 
THEOREM 2.2. A and B are simultaneously triangularizable if and only 
if every I E .#(A, B) is nilpotent. 
REMARK. Of course, the situation in which A and B are simultaneously 
triangularizable is unusual. For instance, in this case the system (1.1) can 
never be accessible [4]. It can only be accessible except for a hyperplane. 
2.2. Simultaneous Block Triangularization 
If A and B are not simultaneously triangularizable, it may be possible to 
block-triangularize them simultaneously, i.e., there may exist a complex 
valued linear transformation S such that SAS- ’ and SBS- ’ are both block- 
triangular with blocks of dimension n,, i = 1,. . . , p: 
A,, * . . . * 
0 472 
A=. . . : I . . *I * ’ where A,, is an ni X ni matrix. 6 ..I 0’ A,, 
The matrix 8 has the same configuration. If such a transformation exists, 
then we have 
Q= fJ {cr,EIWlo(Aii+a,Bi,)cQ=~}. (2.5) 
i=l 
Let n = [n,,..., nJ. By _n<k we mean that n,<k for all i=l,...,p. 
Note that the ordering of the blocks of a block-triangular matrix is not free. 
If A and B are simultaneously n-block-triangularizable with E < 3 we can 
exactly determine the set Q. So we may wonder what are the conditions on A 
and B such that they are simultaneously _n-block-triangularizable with _n =G 3. 
Note that the case n. Q 1 is decided by Theorem 2.2. In what follows we 
only study the case n < 2, and we leave n Q 3 for further research. Let Char, 
denote the characteristic polynomial of P. 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A, B E gl( n). The following conditions are equiva- 
lent: 
I. A and B are simultaneously n-block-triangularizble for some n. < 2. 
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(2) There exist subspaces <, i = 1,. . . , n - p, of C n such that 
(a) Q=” = @ii:<; 
(b) y is the linear span of one (generalized ) eigenvector of X = ~f/~ 
and one (generalized) eigenvector of A = - s!/~, i = 1,. . . , p; 
(c) 5 is a (generalized) ldimensional eigenspace of h = 0, 
i=p+l,...,n-p; 
(d) there exists a permutation n on i = 1,. . . , n - p such that 
wi= @~_IV&j, is invariant under A and B for all i=l,..., 
n - p. 
The proof of this theorem is given in Section 3. In the case that all si in 
(2.6) are different, we propose an algorithm in Section 4 in order to find the 
transformation that block-triangularizes A and B. If A and B are n-block-tri- 
angularized with 5 < 2, we can determine the set G?. 
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS 
In this section we will give proofs of Theorems 2.2 and 2.3. In order to 
prove Theorem 2.2 we use the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 3.1. If P, Q E gl(n) commute, then they are simultaneously 
triangulurizable. 
Proof. (By induction on n.) If P, Q E gl(1) then P and Q are both 
triangular. Next suppose two commuting k X k matrices are simultaneously 
triangularizable if k < n. Let P and Q commuting n x n matrices. Let h be 
some eigenvalue of P, and V the corresponding eigenspace. Then Y is 
obviously P-invariant, i.e., x E V j Px E Y. Moreover V is Q-invariant, 
since for all v E V, P(Qv) = (PQ)v = (QP)v = Q(Pv) = A(Qv), so Qv E ^tT. 
Let {oi,..., v,~ } be a basis for V, and let { v, + i, . . . , v, } be a completion to a 
basis of Cn. Let SF’ = [vi v2 . .. v,]. Then 
P, = S,PS,’ = 
XI, * 
i 1 0 P’ Ql=S,QS;‘= OS : . [ 1 6 Q (3.1) 
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There always exists a regular s X s _m_atrix S, such that 6, = S,Q& ’ is 
triangular. Since P and Q commute, P, Q E gl(n - s) commute with n - s < 
n and are therefore simultaneously triangularizable, suppose with regular 
S n-s, t = S,_,kGs,=‘,, Q = S,_@i?, triangular. Then S, = Diag[S,, S,_,] 
triangularizes P, and Qr. So, P and Q are simultaneously triangularizable 
with transformation S = S,S,. n 
LEMMA 3.2 (Engel’s theorem). Suppose all elements 1 of the matrix Lie 
algebra 2 are nilpotent. Then there exists a v E C” with v # 0 and .lv = 0 
for all J E f. 
Proof. See [13]. 
Proof of,Thecmm 2.2. * : Suppose A and B are simultaneously triangu- 
larizable, A = SAS- ’ and fi = SBS- ’ triangular. Then [A, i?] is strictly 
triangular. One can easily verify that this implies that S./S-’ is strictly 
triangular for all J E .Y(A, B). This implies that J” = 0 for all J E Y(A, B). 
* : Suppose A, B E gl( n). We prove the theorem by induction on n. If 
A, B E gl(l), then they are both triangular. Next suppose P and Q are 
simultaneously triangularizable if P, Q E gl( k) with k < n and all elements of 
9(P, Q) nilpotent. Now suppose A, B E gl(n) and all elements of $(A, B) 
are nilpotent. Then by Lemma 3.2, the set Y’- = fl, E YC(A, BJ KerJ f { 0). 
Y is invariant under A and B: Let v E Y. Then 
O= [J,A]v=JAu-AJv=JAv forall J=y(A,B), so AvEV-; 
O= [J,B]v=JBu- BJU=JBV forall JE~(A,B), so BvEV-. 
(3.2) 
Let { vi,. . . , vs } be a basis for Y in C n and { v,+ i, . . . , v, } a completion 
to a basis of C n. Let ST’ = [vi vs,. . . , v,]. Then 
A, = S,AS,’ = 
A, * 
[ 1 0 A’ B, = S,BS,’ = is * [ 1 0 k’ (3.3) 
J,=S,JS,‘= O *, [ 1 0 I forall JE.X(A,B). (3.4) 
Furthermore, since [A, B] E Y(A, B), [d,, fi,] = 0. So d, are i, commute. 
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By Lemma 3.1 there exists a regular s x s matrix S, such that A, = S, A,S, ’ 
and fi, = S,g,&’ are both triangular. 
Now let j the set of all matrices f we get from (3.4). Then jconsists of 
(n - s) X (n - s) matrices. Moreover, every element of 2 is nilpotent, and 
p = 9( d,*s). Since n - s < n,_ R and i are simultaneously triangularizable: 
A = .$_,A&-?, and g = S n_sBS;!s triangular. Then S, = Diag[ S,, S,-,] tri- 
angularizes A, and B,. So A and B are simultaneously triangularizable with 
transformation S = S,S,. W 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. II * I: Let ni = dimVTCi,, iVk = xi(=i”,, and Wk 
= sp{ oi,.. ., uIVk}, k = l,..., n - p. Since all Wk are invariant under A and 
B, with S ’ = [ vu1 o2 . . . q,], A and B must satisfy 
* 
A2 
. . . 
* 
4 
. . . 
(3.5) 
where A, and Bi are n, X ni matrices with ni < 2. Therefore, A and B are 
simultaneously c-block-triangularizable with 5 < 2. 
I =) II: Suppose A and B are simultaneously _n-block-triangularizable with 
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where Ai and Bi are ni x n, matrices with n, < 2. Then 
. . . 
[A *B2, . 
* 
“’ :’ 
; . (3.7) . . . . . 0’ ,A”_,: Bnep, 1 
Therefore, since Tr[A,, Bi] = 0, 
“-P 
Char[.,,](A)= iv1 Char,*,,~~,0=X”-2pi~l(‘2-si). (3.8) 
With Ni=Cf=inj and <=sp{ej, j=Ni_,+l,...,Ni), where ej denotes 
the jth basis vector in C n, gi = 03:= rVj is invariant under SAS ’ and 
SBS’. Then with 6 = SC, wi = @i=rVj is invariant under A and B for 
all i=l,..., n - p. After a permutation, the subspaces are equivalent to the 
subspaces given in II(2). n 
4. ALGORITHMS 
In this section we will give algorithms to determine the set D of 
asymptotic stabilizing constant feedbacks for a bilinear system (1.1) in the 
case that A and B are simultaneously _n-block-triangularizable with E < 1 or 
_n < 2 (_n < 1 means triangularizability). 
The main algorithms are 4.2 and 4.4. Algorithm 4.1 will be used in the 
other algorithms. 
ALGORITHM 4.1 [Simultaneous triangularization of commuting P, Q E 
&n)l. 
Step 1: Let P’=P, Q’=Q, p=n, S=Z,. 
Step 2: Determine an eigenvalue of P’ and Y = (x E CPJP’x =Xx} = 
sp{q,..., OS>. L.43 {qtp..., 
and S;’ = [vi 02.. . v,], 
vp } be a completion to a basis of C p, 
P, = s,zY3;’ = 
AZ, * 
[ 1 0 P’ Q1= S,Q'S,l= (4.1) 
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Step 3: Determine some S, such that Q, = S,Q,S, ’ is triangular, and let 
ss 0 
G= 0 I,_, ’ 
[ 1 
Pz = S,P,S, l = 
Al, * 
[ 1 0 P’ Q2 = S,Q,S, ’ = 
Let 
s= p’6” s;sl]s. (4.3) 
We are finished if i and Q are triangular. Otherwise let P’= F, 
Q’=Q> P=P- s, and return to step 2. Since p is strictly decreas- 
ing with every loop, the algorithm ends in a finite number of steps. 
Step 4: With S as given, SPS1 and SQS’ are triangular. 
ALGORITHM 4.2 [Asymptotic stabilization of the system (1.1) if A and B 
are simultaneously triangularizable]. 
Step I: Given A and B, determine f( A, B) by calculating commutator 
products. Determine a basis { Ji, . . . , Jk } of .F( A, B). 
step 2: Determine J,“, i = 1,. . . , k. A and B are simultaneously triangular- 
izable iff 1,” = 0, i = 1,. . . , k. Stop if this is not the case. Let p = n, 
P = A, Q = B, J,’ = Ji, S = I,. 
step 3: Determine V’- = l-l;= i Ker J,‘; then V # (0). Determine some basis 
(0 ,>“‘> v, } of V” and a completion { v,+ i, . . . , vp } to a basis of C P. 
step 4: Let S,“= [pi va . . . up] and 
P, = S,PS,’ = 
is * 
[ 1 0 P' Q&',QS,'= 
0 * 
1,; = S,J,‘S,‘= o [, 
[ 1 (4.4) 
fs and & commute; all elements of S(P, 6) are nilpotent. Let S, 
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be a triangularizing transformation for fs and & achieved from 
Algorithm 4.1, and 
ss 0 
s,=oI ) 
[ 1 P-S 
P* * 
[ 1 0 P’ Q2 = S2Q1S,' = (4.5) P2 = s, P,S, l = 
S&p 5: Let 
Step 6: 
If p and 6 are both triangular, then we are ready. A and B are 
triangularized with the transformation S. Go to step 6. Else let 
P=i, Q=& p=p- s, 1, = &I, and return to step 3. Since p 
strictly decreases with every loop, the algorithm ends in a finite 
number of steps. 
Le_t A = SAS-‘, 6 = SBS-‘, and determine !J = { e0 E [w ]Re(Z,, + 
c&,)<O, i=l,..., n}. If Q =0, then the system (1.1) is not 
asymptotically stabilizable with constant feedback. If Q # 0, then 
we can stabilize the system (1.1) asymptotically with any constant 
feedback (~a E IJ. 
The next algorithm makes it possible to derive the set of asymptotic 
stabilizing constant feedbacks for the system (1.1) in the case that A and B 
are simultaneously _n-block-triangularizable with E < 2. Moreover, the nonzero 
eigenvalues of [A, B] are assumed to have algebraic multiplicity 1. In other 
words, if Chart,, a)(h) = A”-2plYl~= XX” - si) then si # sj if si # 0 and i # j. 
In order to make clear step 3 of Algorithm 4.4 we give the following lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. Let < and T( .) be given by Theorem 2.3. Then 
n KerJ = (0) 3 dim+‘&,, = 2. 
IsY(A,n) 
Proof. Note that dimY& = 1 or 2. Suppose n, E 9(A, n) Ker J = (0) and 
dim V&r) = 1, +‘& = sp{ 21 }. W e s h ow that it leads to a contradiction. 
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Y is A- and B-invariant, so Au = Xv, Bu = OLD. Therefore [A, B] o = 0, 
whicl?/mplies that Ju=O for all JEY(A, B), so fl,,,,,,,KerJ# (0). 
Therefore dim Y&i) # 1. n 
ALGORITHM 4.4 [Asymptotic stabilization of the system (1.1) in the case 
that A and B are simultaneously n-block-triangularizable with n < 2 and 




Determine q(h) = Char[,, sl( X ). Verify whether q(X) satisfies (4.6). 
If not, then the algorithm cannot be applied. Determine Y( A, B) = 
sp{ 11, * *. > Jk}. Let P = A, Q = B, p = n, Ji’ = Ii, S = I,. 
Determine 9 = n:= i Ker 1,‘. 
Depending on f, choose path I or II: 
I: P # (0). Choose a basis { ui, . . . , us} of 9 and a completion to 
a basis of C P. Let ST’ = [ u1 o2 . . . up], 
0 * 
Ji;=slJi’s,‘= 0 J-1 7 
[ 1 
P, = s,Ps;' = P, * 
[ 1 0 F’ Q1=SIQS,l= 
Ps and Q, commute. Use Algorithm 4.1 to derive a triangularizing 
transformation S, for both P, and Q,. Let 
ss 0 
s2= 0 I,_, ’ 
[ I 
P2 = s,p,s; l = 
Ps * 
[ 1 0 P’ 
Q2 = S,Q,S,'= OS * 
[ 1 0 6’ (4.8) 
Let 
9(X) 
9(X) = x” and S= [‘Y’ s21i]~. 
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II: 9 = (0). Then the next invariant subspace is 2dimensional 
(Lemma 4.3). Determine that i for which the “eigenspace” of 
X2 = si is invariant under I’ and Q. From condition II(2) in Theo- 
rem 2.3 we know that such an i always exists. Let W = sp{ pi, us} 
be this eigenspace. Construct a completing basis { os,. . . , v,} for 
CP, and let ST’ = [oi v2.. . upI, ,. 
Ji;= S,J,‘s;l= J12 * I 1 O Ii’ 
P, = S,PS,’ = 
Let 
1 . (4.9) P2 * [ 1 0 i’ 
q@> 1 
q(h)== and S= I [ 1 “0” i S.  
Step 4: If g and 6 are not on the desired block-triangular form yet, then let 
p = p - s, P = f, Q = 6, Ji’ = .(, and return to step 2. Since p is 
strictly decreasing with every loop, the algorithm ends in a finite 
number of steps. 
Stq 5: Let A’= SAS’ and g = SBS-‘, and determine 52 from A” and h. 
REMARKS. 
(1) Algorithm 4.2 is contained in Algorithm 4.4, as could be expected. If 
A and B are simultaneously triangularizable, then in Algorithm 4.4, step 3, 
path I will always be chosen. 
(2) Using software packages like PC-MATLAB, the calculations in the 
algorithms become very simple. 
(3) The choice of ordering of the blocks in the block-triangular matrices is 
not free. So, in general, it is not possible to take first all 1 x 1 blocks, then the 
2 x 2 blocks, etc. In other words, the choice of the permutation 71 in Theorem 
2.3 is not free. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we will give two examples which illustrate the use of the 
algorithms in Section 4. The first one is an example where A and R are 
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simultaneously g-block-triangularizable with n. < 2, so Algorithm 4.4 will be 
applied. The second one is an example from Banks [3] which shows the 
usefulness of asymptotic stabilization with constant feedback. The second 
problem is solved with Algorithm 4.2. The calculations are made using 
PC-MATLAB. 
EXAMPLE 5.1 (Asymptotic stabilization with constant feedback control 
using g-block-triangularization with n < 2.) Consider a system (1.1) with 
-1 0 -1 3 -4 4 3 1 
_; -; -; ; -2 5 2 4 2 4 I 1’ 1 
1 3 -4 -3 OJ 1-3 2 3 OJ 
We easily verify that 1 E a( A), so the system is not asymptotically stable 
itself. Now we apply Algorithm 4.4 to investigate whether the system is 
asymptotically stabilizable with a constant feedback. 
Step 1: 
so q(X)= CharIA,B&h) = ( X2 X2 - 118) and is of the desired form. 
If we determine Y(A, B)=sp{[A, B],[A,[A, B]],[B,[A, B]] ,... }, 
then we obtain an 8-dimensional matrix space, Y(A, B) = 
sp{J2, i=l,..., 8). Let p = 4, P = A, 0 = B, Ji’ = Ii, S = I,. 
Step 2: D_etermine 3 = fly=, KerJI’= sp{[l,O,l,O]T}. 
Step3: Y# {0}, sogo to3I. Let {[l,O,O,O]r,[O,l,O,O]T,[O,O,O,l]r} bea 
completion to a basis of C 4. Let 
1 1 0 0 




0 1 0’ 0 0 0 1 
Then 
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Fs = [ - e] and 6, = [ - 11, are triangular. We can choose S, = I,. 
Further, 
If we compute $, then we obtain three zero matrices; hence 1 is 
5dimensional. 
Stqp 4: t and Q are not of the desired form yet. Return to step 2 with 
q(X) = X(X2 - llS), P = f, Q = 6, p = 3, Ji’ = 1, and S = S,S,Z,. 
Stq 2: 3 = f-l:_,, KerJ,’ = (0). 
step 3: P = {O}, so go to 3-11. There is only one 2dimensional “eigen- 
space,” the one belonging to A2 - 118, given by YY = 
sp{[O,l,OIT,[O,O,llT}. w- is invariant under P and Q. { [ 1, 0, 0] r } is 
a completion to a basis of C3. Let 
0 0 1 
s,‘= I 1 0 0 1 . 
0 1 0 
Then 
When we compute J-1, i = 1,. . . , 5, we find two of them are zero; 
hence $ is 3dimensional. 
Stqr 4: Now $ = [l] and Q = [l] are of the desired form, and we go to step 
5 with 
1 0 s= o sl s. 
[ 1 
step 5: 
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Then G = ( - 2 < lyo < - 1) # 0. Therefore, the system 





EXAMPLE 5.2 (Banks [3]). In [3] Banks gives an example where he 
asymptotically stabilizes a system (1.1) with 
A= [ ’ 2 2 0 1 and B 3 5 = [ 5 3 1 
by means of a feedback 
-x;+x;+1/2 
[ra - &Jl x2 if [xz-g(x,)]x2+@ 
otherwise 
for some specific function g( .) and x = (xi x2)? Application of this feed- 
back control leads to a system which is neither linear nor bilinear. 
We easily verify that [A, B] = 0, so A and B commute and are therefore 
simultaneously triangularizable. Application of Algorithm 5.2 gives that Q = 
{ - 1 < (~a < - $} # 0, so the given system is also asymptotically stabilizable 
with a constant feedback. 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper we have considered the stabilizability of a bilinear system 
via a constant feedback. When the matrices involved are simultaneously 
(block-)triangularizable this leads to easily checkable conditions on these 
matrices. For the simultaneous triangularization we use a modified version of 
Lie’s theorem. In this way we obtain an algorithm for checking the solvability 
of the constant feedback stabilization problem. A similar approach is used for 
block triangularization of the matrices involved, where it is assumed that each 
block is at most 2 x 2. Obviously further research is required for the general 
solution of the constant feedback stabilization problem for bilinear systems. 
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